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Who's Who: Harold A. Larrabee is professor of philosophy emeritus of Union College, having also taught the subject at Harvard, Radcliffe, Syracuse, Vermont, and Columbia. His bibliography contains an impressive list of books and articles in leading periodicals. In his spare time he climbed mountains, wrote light verse, and coached varsity hockey.

Dr. J. Seelye Bixler is president emeritus of Colby College and no stranger to readers of CLQ. His earned degrees are from Amherst, Harvard, and Yale; those bestowed from Amherst, Union, Wesleyan, Bates, Harvard, Maine, Brown, Bowdoin, Colby, Acadia, and American International College. Author of over two hundred books and essays (not including book reviews), he continues indefatigably to shed light in many corners.

Mrs. Blair G. Kenney (A.B., Vassar; Ph.D., Radcliffe) is currently assistant professor of English at the University of Maryland. She has previously published on James in the Victorian Newsletter and on Trollope in Nineteenth Century Fiction.

The Robinson Centennial, 1969: Colby College looks back pleasurably at the events of its year-long celebration of the hundredth anniversary of Edwin Arlington Robinson's birth in a Maine hamlet: a unique exhibit of his books, letters, and manuscripts in the rare book room dedicated to his name; four exclusive issues of CLQ comprising twenty-three articles and a poem about him; the Colby College Press volume, Appreciation of Edwin Arlington Robinson: 28 Interpretive Essays; a major address by Malcolm Cowley; and Colby students, plus faculty, in a multi-media performance of Robinson's poems — recitations and song, instruments and impressionistic paintings.